Barramundi Adventures Darwin (B.A.D) is a land-based barramundi fishing farm with low density prawn farming operations, located at the southern end of Darwin harbour in Berry Springs.

**EXPERIENCE**

Hear about the CSIRO & B.A.D collaboration and research taking place with low density farming of tiger prawns. View ponds and hatchery operations.

Learn about this world class tourism operation that successfully incorporates unique tour activities with aquaculture, and their exciting growth plans for the future.

**TOUR INFORMATION**

More Information:

Make the most of this experience, with the opportunity to catch a barramundi! Guests will have the chance to fish at your leisure with the help of experienced guides. Great for first timers and experienced fishers! Enjoy games, activities, golf, traditional spear throwing and delicious smoked meats and salads.

**COST:** $143.00 per person

**DETAILS - May 29**

- 9am depart Darwin city by bus
- 10am arrive BAD
- Talks, activities, fishing, food.
- 12noon depart BAD
- 1pm arrive Darwin City